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A Compar!'son of Two Estimators for the Quarterly 
Financial Report Survey 

1. Introduction 

The Quarterly Financial Report (QFR) Survey is a continuing survey 

of about 15,000 corporations per qua&r. Of these about 6,000 are cer- 

tainty (self-representing) select;& an.d are always in the sample. The . 

remaining 9,000 corporations are selected on a rotating basis. These 

corporations remain in the-spmple for eight quarters with one-eighth of 

the sample being rotated in each quarter. 

. 
One half of the annual noncertainty sample (about 4,500 corporations) 

is selected during the second quarter of each year and divided into four 

panels of approximately equal size. These four panels are introduced, 

one at a time, in the four quarters following the quarter in which they 

were se1 ected. 

The method of selecting the approximately 4,500 noncertainty corpora- 

tions for the sample each year is a stratified random sample with an 

approximate optimum allocation to strata based on previous data. The 

strata are defined by the cross classification of asset size class and 

type of industry. Both of these classification variables are subject 

to change for a corporation between the time the corporation is selected 

and the time it is-enumerated in the QFR survey. Some classifications 

change because of actual changes fn the characteristics of the corpora- 

.tfon over time. Other changes are due to classification errors at the 

time of sampling. 
i 

: The most important estimate derived from the QFR Survgy is the esti- 

; net income for all corporations in the population or in a 

\ 

n;a:ed t eta 

subpopu! at ion (e.g., for corporations ir; a r;Jec'i'f:e i:.dustry). If yj is 
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the net income reported for a specific quarter by the i-th corporation 

in a subpopulation, and if wi is the weight assigned to that corporation 

for estimation purposes, the subpopulation total, Y, would be estimated 

as follows: 

If the weight, wi, is set equal to the inverse of the probability 
_~__.~_ ._.~. 

of selection, "v is an unbtased estimator. In most survey applications 

. 

wi is initially taken to be this inverse, However, wi is often adjusted 

to account for nonresponse. Furthermore, wi is sometimes adjusted so 

that the weights,add to known or estimated subpopulation totals. This 

* latter adjustment is usually deferred to as a ratio adjustment or a 

post-stratification adjustment. Post-stratification adjustpents are 

used in situations for which the mean square error of an estimator 

should be reduced, even though the use of such adjustments introduces 

a bias in the estimator. 

With the current method of estimating Y for the QFR Survey, referred 

to as the "variable-weights" estimator (VWE), the weight wi is 

to a corporation based on the initial probability of selection. Instead, 

the weights are assigned an the basis of only a post-stratification adjust- 

ment. The post-stratification cells are defined by the joint classifica- 

tion of initial asset size class and type of industry at the time of 

enumeration. .'. Each sample corporation in a specffic cel'l is assigned a 

weight equal to the ratio of the estimated total number of corporations in 

the cell at the time of enumeration to the number of sample corporations 

in the cell at the time of enumeratio;l. 

The rx+le typical method of assigning weights to corp~rat!..~~-i,e., 
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for the QFR. The estimator based on these weights is referred to as the 

"fixed-weights" estimator (FWE). The purpose of this investigation has 

been to compare the VWE and FWE with respect to bias and variance and 

to recommend which estimator to use. Since there is no sampling error 

associated with certainty selections,fhe study has addressed only the 

noncertainty portion of the sample:;. . 

Section 2 contains a summary of the results. Section 3 includes 

the notation used In developing and presenting the statistical results. 
- . 

An approximation for the bias of the YWE is given in Section 4. Approxi- 

mations for the variances of both estimators are given in Section 5. The 
. 

final section contains conclusions and recommendations. 

I 

2. Summary of Results * 

Since the VWE does not take into account the probabilities of selec- 

. 

tion, it is a biased estimator of a population total. Furthermore, the 

bias of the VWE does not decreaie with increasing sample size. The level 

of bias depends on the variation among the initial stratum sampling 

rates, which appears to be quite high. Since the weight assigned to a 

corporation for the FWE of a total is equal to the inverse of its selection 

probability, the FWE is unbiased. Consequently, the FWE has an important 

advantage over the VWE in terms of bias. 
-- 

However, for estimating a subpopulation total for all corporations 

in a specific type of Industry, the variance of the VWE is probably lower 

than the variance of the FWE. This conclusion is based on the fact that 

i for the VWE al? the corporatfons selected from a speciffc asset size class 
l, 

that are classified in the same type of industry at the time of enumeration 

aye given t):e 53me wr:igt!",, On the oth,?r harId i :he ,::i n@.: y- 25-c 4 I-- to 

corporations for the FWE fsr the Sam? suLpopulation eotal wi.li '$ary 
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somewhat because of corporation switches into that specific type of 

industry between the time of sampling and the time of enumeration. This 

weight variation will generally add to the variance of the FWE. As 

discussed in more detail in Section 5, it is also possible, though not 

evident, that the variance of the.VW&>s less than that of the FWE for 
/ . 

an estimator of a total for the entire population. Consequently, the * . 

VWE appears to have an advantage over the FWE in terms of variance. 

The comparison of the F:WE. and the VWE amounts to a bias-variance 

trade-off: The FWE is-unbiased, whereas, the VWE is biased. However, 

the VWE appears to have a lower variance than the FWE, at least for 

certain subpopulation estimates. Unfortunately, it is difficult to 

*compare the mean square error (irlSE) of the two estimators because the 

approximate variance expression for the variance of the VWE given in 

Section 5 is rather complex. Therefore, there is apparently no straight- 

forward algebraic comparison that can be made of the two estimators. 

However, as discussed in Sections 5 and 6, other types of comparisons 

are possible. 

3. Notation 

in an attempt to simplify the analysis without invalidating the com- 

parisons, the sample rotation was not included in the analysis. Instead, 
^-- 

it was assumed that the entire sample was selected at a single point in 

time and that the data were gathered for 'all sample respondents at a 

later single point in time. Of course, this simplified model still allows 

c for changes in both a corporation's asset sjze class and type of indus- 

try between the ti?e of sampling 2nd the ti;r.e of ~nurn~ -rtion. 

The n.jtation ased in :i':; next IXO ;P ;fons r .i.;c. ,:I. tag;: +.5tti kdltkre~* 

two or four subscripts. $0;. two subscrip-s, i . ..yid h, *;hc firsl subscript 
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refers to the asset size class at the time of sampling while the second 

refers to the industry classification at the time of samplfng. For terms 

with four subscripts, the first two subscripts represent the same specifica- 

tion as for a two-subscript term. The next two subscripts, j and k, repre- 
* . 

sent the asset size class and the.ind&try classification, respectively, 
/ . ,. . 

at the time of enumeration. l - 

Specifically, the following notation is used: 

!djh = the number of corporations in the population that were in the 

stratum specified by asset class i and type of industry h 

at the time of sampling, 

"ih = the sample size allocated to stratum i-h, 

f* lh = flih/Nih = the initial sampling rate used in stratum i-h, 

Ni h jk = the number of corporations in the population that were in stratum 

i-h at the time of sampling and in asset class j and industry 

type k (i.e., stratum j-k) at the time of enumeration, 

[of course, for i=j and h=k, vihjk represents the number of 

corporations in the population that start in stratum i-h and 

are still there at the time of enumeration.] 

"ihjk = the number of the nih corporations selected from stratum i-h 

that end up in stratum j-k at the time of enumeration, 

Yihjk f the total of the Y-characteristic among those Nihjk corporations 

In the population that were in stratum i-h at the time of sampling 

and in stratum j-k at the time of enumeration, 

yihjk z the mean of the Y-characteristic among those Nihjk-corporations 

in the population &'q b.,at were in str::s;m i-h at ;?e time c-? sampling 

and irt Strat,JT j-;( at the t,i~,:~ .;f r-timef3,i Gil, 
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Yihjk = the simple unweighted mean of the Y-characteristic among those 

corporations in the sample that were selected from stratum i-h 

and ended up in stratum j-k, 

$hjk = the variance of the Y-characteristic among those Nihjk corpora- 
* .- 

tions in the population that+ere in stratum i-h at the time of 
/ . ,. 

sampling and in stratum j'-k at.the time of enumeration. . . 

A dot inserted in place of a subscript denotes summing or averaging over 

the replaced subscript. For ex.ample, 

"i k l . = 1 1 nihjk = the number of corporations in the sample that 
hj 

started in asset class i at the time of sampling and ended 

in industry type k at the time of enumeration. 

*As another example, 

yi.jk = i "ihjk Yihjki i "ihjk 

= the simple unweighted mean of those sample corporations 1 

that were in asset class i when sampled and in stratum' 

j-k when enumerated. 

As a final example, 

y k . . . = the sum of the Y-characteristic for all corporations in the 

population that end up in industry type k at the time of 

enumeration. 

4. Estimated Bias of the Variable-Weights Estimator 

The VWE for a population total has been presented in Bureau documen- 
A 

tation in terms of Yi.jk, an estimated total for all corporations in the 

population that were in asset size class i at the time of-sampling and 

end uo il assst class j and industry type k at the time of enumeration. 

Vhess +:silima!.cs ;: t-u summed on i and j to nbtain an estimated total i'or 
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industry type k and summed on i and k to obtain an estimated total for 

. 

asset class j. The basic VWE is the following*: 

* 

'- i.jk = ( Ni.. > ni.jk yf.jks (1) 
ni..k 

where 
I , 

/ 

ii i..k 
= 1 1 ( 5 ) nihjk 'E' ( !i$ ) nih.k* 

h j nih h nih 

The terms in equation (I) are defined by the notation scheme given in 

the previous section. . ' ** 

The “variable weight" in the VWE is the term in parentheses in eqa- 

tion (1). This post-stratum weight is simply the inverse of the estimated 

time-of-enumeration sampling rate for units that started in asset class i 

&d ended up in industry type k. 

By comparison, the fixed weights estimator, if .jk, of the spme total 

is the following: 
. 

‘;.jk = { (2 > "ihjk' Fhjk h = 1 ( $f ) Yihjk l (2) 

For the FWE the "fixed weight" is the term in parentheses in equation (2). 

This term is simply the inverse of the selection probability of the units 

in stratum i-h at the time of sampling. The FWE is unbiased. 

Since the VWE does not take into account the probability of selec- 

tion, it is biased.. An approximate expression for the bias of the VWE is 

The derivation of equation (3) is gi\!en in A:pendSx ?. 

(3) 

*Though the nctatir,;, varies somewhat fyLir that used here, the '.7-,lc V!fE of 
a tota? is given in an Fconomic Surveys .J?vision memorandum, '1" 2 E:+~*I.~at.ion: 
IRS Portion,M dated Jliiuary 5, 19Bj. 
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In terms of the approximate expression in equation (3), the level of 

bias depends upon the variation of the stratum sampling rates (fih terms)- 

applied at the time of sampling. In fact, this bias expression equals 

zero if the sampling rates are all equal since, in that case, fih = f 
I / 

and 1 fjh N1h.k = f k Njh.k = f Nj;,k* "'(Actually, it is easy to show 
h 

that the VUE and the FWE are identical if the stratum sampling weights c - 

are all equal.) It should be noted that this bias is not a function 

of sample size; that is, the,bias does not decrease as the nih terms 

are increased. 

. An interesting perspective on the bias of the VWE is obtained by 

considering the VWi of Yi..k. This estimator is simply the sum over j 
* c, 

Of the ?i.jk estimator given in equation (1). It is easy to show that 

it can be written as follows: 

!jiik = Ni ..k (Yi..k/ni..k) l 

Since, as shown in Appendix 1, ii ..k is an unbiased estimator of Ni,,k, 
e 

the bias of Yi ,.k comes primarily from the bias of the unweighted mean 

(yi,.k/ni,.k) as an estimator of (Yi,,k/Ni,,k). An approximate expression 

for the bias Of ^Vi..k is obtained by summing over j the bias expression 
A 

for Yi,jke This amOUntS t0 replacing Yihjk in equation (3) by Yih.k. 

It would be worthwhile to substitute values, or approximate values, 

into equation (3) to obtain approximate bias levels for the VWE. These 

substitute values would be based on current or prior data from the QFR. 

For some factors, a range of values might be considered to investigate 

the sensitivity of the bias expression to differing values of the terms. 
'I 

For the QFR sample selected in 1984, the initial sampling rates 
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values for the other terms in equation (3) were not available in time to 

include in the results discussed in this report. Inspection of the 

distribution of the 150 fih values, provided in Table 1, still gives 

some indication of whether or not the bias of the VWE is important. 

I r 

Table 1. Distribution of'fnitial Sampling Rates 
for the 1984 Qi-i? Sample 

Initial Sampling Rate Number of Strata 

Less than .005 
.005 up to .Ol 
.Ol up to .02 ' 
.02 up to .03 
.03 up to l 05 
.05 up to .07 
.07 up to .I9 ' 

*JO up to .20 
.20 up to .39 
.30 up to .80 
.80 up to l 90 

0 

I - . 
:3” 
19 
19 

:9" 

:7" 
4 
0 
2 

-ET 

Percent of Strata 

10.7 
15.3 
12.7 
12.7 
10.0 
12.7 
10.7 
11.3 
2.7 
13 

. . 

It is evident from Table 1 that there is considerable variation in .+ 

the initial stratum sampling rates for this QFR sample. The mean of 

these rates is 0.06 with a standard deviation of 0.10. This suggests that 

the bias of the VWE may be large enough for serious concern. 

5. Variances of the Estimators 

An advantage that the FWE has over the VWE is that it is unbiased, 

whereas the VWE is biased. However, in addition to biases, it is impor- 
. 

tant to compare the variances of the two estimators. Approximate expres- 

sions for the variances of the FWE and VWE are given in equations (4) and 

(5) below: " 



A 

Var(Yi.jk f E2(Yi .jkJ L - ~ Nih.k (Nib-Nih,k) 
h nik 

10 

. 

* 

where 

N;..k 
t 

E2(Yi .jk) 

E2(ni ..k) 
C fjh e.. fNih - Nih.k). 
h i 

F-' 

2 2 .- ;: 

+ Ni ..k [k fib Nihjk 'ihjk h + l'fih lsl;; (Nib-Nihjk) T:hjkl 
Nih'k 

i 

-2 
E2(Yi.jk)Ni..k. 

E(ni..k) 
'[Ni..k - i N?h.kjNihl 

+ 2 Ni ,,k E(Yi. jk) cyi .jk - 1 - 
Nih.k v 1 

h Nib 
ihjk 

I 

2 

3 
Ni..k E(yi.jk) 

- L 
E(ni ..k) 

Ck fib % (Nib-Nih,k) Tihjkl 

'ih 

. 

E(Yi j;J = 1 fib yihjk 

lb 

and . 
h 

E(ni.,k) f 1 fih 4ih.k l 

h 

The derivation of these approximate variance expressions is given in 

Appendices 2 and 3. In these derivations, finite population corrections 

have been excluded...to simplify the expressions. Also, in deriving the 

approximate variance expression for the VWE, only the ltnear terms of the 

Taylor series expansion for the VWE were retained. Higher order terms 

were omitted because they would add considerable complexity to the approx- 

imate variance expression. In a MSE comparison, such terms would be 

. - 
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Unfortunately, the approximate variance expressions given in equations 

(4) and (5) for the two estimators are difficult to compare, primarily due 

to the complexity of the variance expression for the VWE. Consequently, 

mean square error derivations and comparisons have not been made. 

Even though a concise algebraic$omparison of the two variances 

does not seem possible, it does. &$ear from examining the form of the 
. - 

VWE and the FWE that the VWE has a lower variance than does the FWE. 

Specifically, it can be observed from inspection of the VWE of Yi.jk , - , 

given in equation (1) that the sample responses are all given a single 

weight. However, referring to the FWE given in equation (2) S the sample 

responses will not generally receive the same weight. The fixed weight 

*is assigned at the time of sampling in accordance with the sampling rate 

used in the stratum defined by the initial asset size class and industry 

type4 The amount of weight variation depends on how many of the ni.jk 

corporationssmoved into industry type k between the time of sampling and 

the time of enumeration. Weight variation generally causes some increase 

in variance as compared to a procedure which assigns a single weight. 

For an estimate of a total for all corporations in the population, it 

is not evident that the VWE would have a lower variance than would the 

F'rlE, The estimator of a popufation total Consists of sums of ^Yi.jk terms 

*t 

(VWE) 0' yi,jk terms (WE). 
*r 

since neither the ?i.jk ttel?llS nor the Yf,jk 

terms are independent, the variance of the sum of such terms is not equal 

to the sum of the variances. Consequently, even if ?i.jk does have a lower 

variance than ?;.jk for a71 i, j, and k, it does not follow that the sum 

of the ii;jk terms would have a lower variance than the c&responding scrm of 

of ;;he VWE and the iWE which of these tdce e!Zxmators has tirti? ?c +-"' ~tariance 



in the case of estimating a total for the entire population (or for 

most large subpopulations). 

An approach to comparing the variances of the WE and FiJE estimators 

for Yi.jk would be to estimate the parameters in equations (4) and (5) 

from data collected recently in the QFR.,..Deriving and substituting 

sample estimates for the populatiorrpa&ieters in equations (4) and (5) ,' 

might be tedious, but perhaps this could be done for a subpopulation. 

If sample estimates were also made for the parameters in the bias formula 

for the WE given in equation (3)', a comparison of the mean square errors 

could also be made. 

. 

6, Conclusions and Recommendations 

* As pointed out + earlier, the fact that the FNE is unbiased, whereas 

the WE is biased, is certainly an advantage of the FWE. However, the 

variance of th.e WE of Yi,jk is very likely to be less than that of the 

corresponding FWE of ?i.jk, because only‘a single weight is assigned to 

the corporations for the WE, whereas the weights assigned to the corpora- 

tions for the FWE will vary. This variation is due to the variation of 

sampling rates from stratum to stratum and on the number of corporations 

that change their industry classification between the time of sampling 

and the time of enumeration. 

Consequently, for estimating Yi,jks there appears to be a bias- 

variance trade-off involved with the choice between the VWE and the WE. 

Ideally, a comparison of the mean square errors (MSEs) of the two estima- 

tors would be made since the MSE incorporates both the variance and bias 

of an estimator. Unfortunately, the bias and variance expressions in 

algebraic comparison of the MSEs. In I! f-$!t of 'Irhis r!.: Ffrr~'r,y!, fi.bur 
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optional approaches have been considered for comparing the VWE and the 

FWE. Each of these options is discussed below. 

(1) A numerical comparison of the MSEs of the two estimators 

could be made by substituting into equations (3), (4), and (5) sample 
* r 

estimates of the unknown parameters, 5s' suggested in the previous section. 
,- 

This approach would be most applicable if the basic comparison of the . - 

MSEs of the two estimators is not affected by the inclusion of the rota-- 

tion groups in the analysis..' It seems likely that the rotation groups 

would not have an important impact on the comparison. Because of the 

. complexities of the formulas, this approach would be tedious. 

(2) If it is felt that the rotation groups would affect the 
I 
comparisons, they could be introduced into the analysis. If this were 

done, the bias and variance expressions for the FWE and VWE could become 

considerably more complex than they already are. This could make any type 

of algebraic or numerical comparison infeasible. 

(3) For the full QFR rotation sample, variance estimators for 

the FWE and the VWE could be computed from the QFR data and compared. 

Since the FWE is a stratified random sample estimator, standard formulas 

could be used to estimate its variance. For the VWE, however, variance 

estimation is much more difficult due to the assignment of weights after 

enumeration. (Actually, for the VWE, a variance estimator already exists; 

however, its performance for this type of comparison may not be acceptable,j 

A replication or pseudo-replication method--e.g., the jackknife method--may 

have to be used to obtain an appropriate estimate of variance for the 
t 
i WE. If this were done, the same type of variance estima& should be 

use5 far ':he FJ:i ‘-3~ p':rposes r::? iompui*i son, ,'.: C")!Q> ia; c L. ~ JJ"‘: 
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of the bias of the VWE would have to be estimated and added to the estimated 

imate would be obtained theoretically variance of the YWE, This bias es,t 

by developing a bias expression for 

is analagous to that given in equat 

the VWE for the rotation sample that 

ion (3). Sample estimates of the 
I / 

parameters of the derived bias expre&ion would then be needed. The 
/ _ 

major problem with this type of comparison would be the existence of . - 

biases of unknown magnitude in the variance estimators. These biases ---. - ____- - 

might be such that the comparison of these MSE estimators of the VWE and 

the FWE would be misleading. 

. (4) The comparison of the VWE and the FWE could be based primarily 

on bias consider&ions since the variance of an estimator can be controlled 

*to a large extent by increasirg the sample size. This would dictate the 

selection of the FWE since it is unbiased, whereas the VWE is biased and 

the bias does not decrease wjth increasing sample size. 

Of these four optional approaches to comparing the eitimators, per- 

haps the most rigorous comparison is the first one: estimating the para- 

meters in equations (3).(5) and comparing the MSEs. If this is done and the 

VWE seems to have a lower MSE than does the FWE, consideration should be 

given to reducing the variance of the FWE by applying a ratio adjustment to 

it, based on known or estimated population totals. Thfs would involve the 

introduction of a'.bias, but it would decrease with increasing sample size. 

If alternative (1) is not practical because of the cost and time 

.‘ required for such an undertaking, we recommend that the FWE be chosen, 
.,'. : 

't primarily on the basis of the bias comparison (alternative (4)). Not only 
G 

is the bias of the VWE unknown and one that does not decrease as the sample 

sampling rates appear to vary ~.ors~dsCz2Iy, :s was demo :str;zteii in fa9le 1 

of Section 4. 



Furthermore, it is important to recognize that the FWE is a standard 

estimator for the type of sample used for the QFR--a stratified random 

sample with an approximate optimum allocation to strata. Conversely, the 

VWE is a nonstandard estimator which does not have a theoretical justi- 

fication in classical sampling and es,dkation methods since it ignores 

the initial sampling rates. Cons&uently, the VWE should be viewed as 
. - 

an experimental estimator and, as such, should not be chosen over the 

FWE unless strong evidence qf jts superiority over the FWE is presented. 

, 

-- 
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Appendix 1. Approximate Bias of the Variab?e-Weights Esttmator 

The variable-weights estimator of Yi,jk , given in equation (I) in 

Section 4, can be written as follows: 

, . . 
^v i 
i.jk = i.. 

k ("i.jk -* 
~1 Y,,jk l - F� 
'..k /;. 

(6) 

The advantage of writing ^Yi.jk 

. - 
in this form is that the three components of 

equation (5) appear to be independent. It seems very likely that Yi.jk is 

independent of each of the other two since they are both functions of sample 

sizes. With regard to the independence of the other two terms, the proportion 
. 

of the ni ..k corporations that end up in asset class j would not appear 

to be related t0 the estimate Of Nj ,.k. Consequently, 

. 

E !Yi,jk) ' E (Ni..k) E (2) E('4;i.jk) l 
. . 

(7) 

* Expressions for each of the three expected values in equation (7) are derived 

below and substituted into equation (7). 

Nih'k = i (2) f “jh (*) = 1 1 Nihjk = Ni.,k l 

hj 

is) 

Since yi.jk = Yi.jk, both the 2nd and 3rd terms in equation (6) are ratios 
fii .jk 

of random variables. For a ratio of random variables, x/y , an approximate 

expression for the expected value is: 

E(x) E(x) 1 
i E(x/y) :- + - 

E(Y) E3W 
VaW - -Cov(x,yj. 

E2(y) 
4 (9) 

If x ano y are ,rositively correlate9, the two highei- orde:" :er~s 1~1 eq:!r;tion (5:' 
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and denominator are obviously positively correlated for both the 2nd and 3rd 

tenns of equation (6), the ratio of the expected values will be used to 

approximate both the 2nd and 3rd terms in equation (7), 

00) 

Since the numerator will cancel out upon substitution back into equation (7), . . 

only the denominator of equation (10) needs to be derived: 

I _ 

E (ni.,k) = l 1 E(nihjt<) h j 
Nih'k 

hj 
=�I 1 enjh(y-f) = l fib Nih.k l 

i 

For the 3rd term in equation (7), 
. 

I 

E ('j;i.jk) = E [!$A$) ' 
E(Y- ) l.jk 

(12) I . E(ni,jk) l 

Since the denominator will cancel out upon substitution back into equation (7), 

only the numerator'of equation (12) needs to be derived: 

E(Yi,jk) = fi E (nihjk Yihjk) = i E(nihjk) E(Ehjk) 

= 1 “ih (- Nihjk) 7 
h Nib 

ihjk = i fib 'ihjk l 

Upon substitution back into equation (7), 

h 

(13) 

04) 

From equation (14) on approximate bSas expression for ?l.jk is easily 

' derived: 
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; 
Bias (Yi.jk) = E(Fi.jk) - Yi.jk = E (li.jk) - fi Yihjk 

1 
f 

I ih "i..k 

h i fihNih.k 
'ihjk - k 'ihjk 

= 1 Yihjk [f'h Ni* ok -J.$ . 

h k fih ljih.J 
,. 

This bias expression is given as equation (3) in Section 4. 

- . 
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Appendix 2. Approximate Variance of the Fixed-Weights Estimator 

From equation (2) in Section (4), the fixed-weights estimator of 

Yi.jk 

-1 
yi,jk = i (2) 

. 
"ihjk 'ihjk l , , 

4 

Using the conditional variance theorem;.' c . 
- I 

Var(Yi. jk) = E[Varfii.jkjnihjk)] + VaP[E(^Yi.jk]Tlihjk)] (15) 

The two terms in equation (15)'are derived separately. Ignoring finite popuja- 1 _ I 
tion corrections, the first, term of equation (15) is 

E[Var(i (zlnfhjk 'Jihjklnfhjk)] = E[i ($1 
2 2 

2 

. 
sihjk 1 

"ihjk - 
, nihjk 

f!fhjk) = i (z)2Siljk nik (%I . 
i 

2 
hjk l , _ (161 

F 

6 

The second term of equation (15) is 

Var[E(i (2) nihjk yfhjkInihjk)l 
Nib 

i 
= Var(i (~1 "ihjk ?hjk) 

1 

TY~~~refcre, ignoring finite population corrections, the variance of the fixed- 

,we$ghts estimator is the sum of equations (16) and (I?), as given -in equation i+': 4 

bin Section 5. 
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Appendix Aoproximate of Variable-Weiqhts 

In to an variance for variable- 

estfmator, was in following 

^v i.jk 
=...k,y. (18) 

ni..k 
l.jk = f(ii,,k. nie.kvYi,jk)* 

I _ ,. ? 
A 

Next, Yi,jk was expanded about (Ni..k, E(ni .\k), E(yi.jk)) using a Taylor Series * - 

expansion, retaining only the linear.terms. From this expansion, the following 

variance expression was derived:' -' 

1 a 

. Var(^vi.jk) g 

E2(n,i. .k) 

[E2ty i.jk) var(ii..k) + 
Nif,k E2tYi. jkf 

E2(,1. .k) 
Var(ni. .fo 

l � L 
I 

+ Ni 
2 
..k Varlyi.jk) - 2 

ii..k 
E2(Yi .jk) 

Etni..k) 
(19) 

I 

+ 2 Ni E(Yi.jk) Cov(Nimek, Yi.jk) - 2 
Ivi2 k 

E(Yi. jk) 

. . 
k 

;;ni..k) . 
COV(nj . . ks Yi,jk)l l 

The two expectation terms in equation (19) are given in equations (11) and (13) 

In Appendix 1. It was also shown there that E(Mi,,k) = Ni,,k. The three vari- 

ance terms and three covariance terms in equation (19) are derived below, ignoring 

finite population correctfons. 

N- 
Var(ii,.k) = Var(& A nih,k) = 1 

nib 

$ var(njh.k) 
h "ih 

c 
Nib 

2 

.= h nih 
2 nib F (1 - %) = i $ (Nib-Nih,k) v (?:I) 

Wnj. .k) = VarQ n1h.k) = 1 Va4njh.k) s- 
h 

(I- -. Nih.k) = L f;f ?!i'n.k {NW3 ',: 
Nib h ; Ni.. ' 1;' 

‘. 3 - ’ :. .- 2. 
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Using the conditional e formula ignoring finite 

corrections, 

Var(Yi .jk) = var(& nihjk yihjk) = f Var(nihjk yihjk)- 

I r 

(22) 

. - 

2 
= sihjk E(nihjk) I 

+ yi:jk var(tlihjk) 

2 Nihjk 2 
= Sihjk "ih - 

yih 
+ Tihjk nib - 

Nihjk (1 

Nib 

-Nihjk) 

Nib 

2 NiW ~~~~ 
2 

= fib Nihjk 'ihjk + fib K - ?hjk) ihjk l 
T 123) - 

I II 
F 

‘i LI 

Substituting equation (23) into equation (22), 

Var (Yi . jk 1 = 1 fib 'ihjk 
h 

$hik 
N. . 

" +I fib 
h 

,7hJk (Nih-Ni.hjk) Titjk. 
Nib 

COV Cii ,.ks nj..k) = COV ( 
Nib 

1 1 (-1 "ihjk* i f "ihjk) 
hj nih 

(24) 

Nib 
h 6 "ih.k*, i "ih.k) = 1 - 

h nih 
Var(nih.k) 

2 

X I: 
Nib 
- "ih 

. (25) 

h nih 

';h;r (ieN;hh') = Ni, .k - 1 
i 

. 
i h 

":?," 
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. 

is partitioned into k categories with frequencies N1, N2, . ..s Nk. Suppose 

further that a simple random sample of n units is selected from N, without 

replacement, and that the observed sample frequencies for the k categories 

are nl, "2, . . . . nka Then, COV (ni, nj) = -n [!$) (2) for iI: j. 

H.' 

l Yi l jk,☺ = COV(C 1 Nih 
/ _ 

COV(ij .,1< "iijk* i "ihjk &hjkf . . 

h j "ih 

Nib '. NW 
= Cov(C h "ih nih.k$ 1 ."ihjk yfhjk) = 1 Ih 

h nih 
Cov(nih,ks nihjk Fihjk) 

c Nib E(JTihjk) 
N. 

= Cov(nihJ(, "ihjk) = 1 - 
lh y 

h nih h nih 
ihjk Cov(nih.k, nihjk)* (26) 

, 

@V(nih,k, nihjk) = cOV(c nihjk, nihjk) = var(nihjk) + j!+jcov(nihjk* nihj'k) 
j 

. 

Nih'k Nih'k 
= fih ,,,L(Nih-Nihjk) - fih J 1 *‘Nihj'k 

Nib Nib j'*j 

= f* NiWq~ih+hjk 
Ih - ) -fijy---- Nihjk(Nih.k-Nihjk 

Nib Nib 

Substituting equation (27) into equation (26): 

= 'ihjktl nib L__ 
Nit! 

_ Nihjk) + 1 Nihjk 

Nib j'#j 
-!lih - Nihj'k 

Nib Nih 

1 = C'. "i'njk ("ih+h 4 
'lh - .> 

Nib 

Nib k 
= 1 % (Nib - N1h.k) yihjk s yi.jk - i Nib Yihjk l 

h i 
..; 

The derivation of Cov(ni*.k, Yi,jk) iS similar tc fhE de?iva'ion ,Jf 

Zs'J (ii..k> :!j.jk): 

1 l (27) 

(28) 
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CoV(ni..k, Yi.jk) = cOV(c nih.k, i nihjk yihjk) = k Covtnih.ks "ihjk Yihjk) 
h 

E c ?hjk cov(nih.k, nfhjk) = 7 Tihjk fib b 
i 

Nihjk (N 

h Nih 
ihoNih.k) 

4.1 
Y' 

/ _ h 
fib 2 (Nih'Nih.k) Vihjk. 

(29) 
i 

,. . . - 

Substituting the variance anri covarianc, 0 expressions in equations (20), 

(21), (24), (25), (28), and (29) i-n-to equatiori (19), the variance expression 

given in euqation (5) of Section (5) is obtained. If expressions for E(ni,,k} 

and EfYi,jk) front Appendix 1 are also substituted into equation (19), the 

- following variance expression is obtained: 

A 1 

'Var(Yi ,jk) ' (1 fihYihjk)2 i nib 
(1 fih Nih.k)2 h 

r'ih*k (Nib-Nih,k) 

h 

c 
h 

fib ~ ‘(Nih-Nih.k~ 
i 

2 2 

+ Ni,,k [$ fihNihjk Sihjk + i fib (T 
Nihjk) (Nib - Nihjkf yitjk] 

(Ni,.k - 1 $$I 

h i 

Nib k 
+ 2 Nf,,k (i fib Yihjk) cyi.jk - fi Nib 'ihjk) 

-2 
r: f- 

[Cf. ( 
th Nlh.k 

h lh 
'ihjkl N 
-J ( lhwNih.k) ?hjkl l 

(33) 

h 

__- _.,_ ._ ____ . ..- - 

_ -.- _____. v-...-. . . ..-----.. 
-__ .-_.._. --.. - -.-.A-- 


